
                                                             

                                                             

EXT. SKYSCRAPER - DAY

A bright blue afternoon sky reflects in the grimy windows of 
a skyscraper. In front of the glass, suspension wires hoist 
up a metal carriage upon which LARRY, a humanoid window 
washing robot, stands.

Larry stops the cart and begins to cheerfully wash the window 
with a cloth. It dances to an EDM music beat coming from an 
early 2000s CD player by its feet.

Larry wipes a section of the glass which reveals the office 
room inside: MARGERY, a manager with a coffee stain on her 
shirt, rushes into the room and sets down an empty mug.

Margery rapidly sits down and begins to draw a logo design on 
the posterboard on the desk. The pencil tip breaks. She yells 
with frustration.

Dark storm clouds gather above Larry. The CD player reaches 
the end of the CD.

Larry watches as Margery looks around her desk for a new 
pencil. She finds one and puts it to the page which 
immediately breaks again. Margery reaches for another but 
only finds a red pen. She stops. And clenches her fist in 
frustration.

TAP TAP - Larry taps on the glass with its wash cloth hand.

Margery turns around.

Larry points to her and gives a questioning thumbs up--as if 
to ask: you okay?

Margery shakes her head. She sighs, stands up, and begins to 
walk toward the door.

Larry quickly hits the REVERSE and PLAY buttons on the CD 
player. Larry cranks up the volume on a pop dance song.

Margery jumps at the noise and turns to see Larry 
outrageously dancing to the beat. Larry has apparently lost 
control--in the most beautiful of ways.

Margery chuckles.

Larry starts a dance wave with its arms and passes it on 
through the glass. Beat. Margery sighs and begrudgingly 
accepts the wave. She awkwardly shakes her arms about.
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Larry laughs and continues dancing.

INT. OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Margery picks up her own sway to the song. Lightly moving her 
head from side to side. She starts to tap her feet.

She closes her eyes and sways across the room. Larry and her 
enter a rhythmic back and forth of dance.

We move into abstraction. Kinetic movement of light and 
energy pulse as the two are connected through dance. Their 
dance moves swirl to create a colorful pattern between them.

Slowly the music fades away. Margery returns to her normal 
state. Her hair is a mess. The office has papers strewn about 
it.

Margery rushes to her desk and grabs the red pen. She 
immediately begins to draw sweeping lines across the poster. 
The design oddly resembles the visual of their dance energy.

Margery pauses for a moment, turns to Larry, and flashes a 
smile and thumbs up. Larry smiles. Margery returns to her 
design.

EXT. SKYSCRAPER - CONTINUOUS

Larry leans back and sighs.

It presses the lever which raises the carriage to the next 
floor.

The carriage stops. Before Larry can put the wash cloth to 
the glass it notices something inside. Larry leans forward 
curiously. Raises its hand. And taps on the glass - TAP TAP.
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